NEVER TRANSLATE THE SAME CONTENT TWICE

GLOBAL COLLABORATIVE TRANSLATION MEMORY

SECURE ACCESS
Meets strict IT security standards for web access to proprietary content

SERVER-BASED TM
Share content with approved resources in real time and dramatically improve reuse of approved translations

RAPID SEARCH
Quickly access results with the fastest search times in the industry

CONTROL YOUR CONTENT
Get instant analysis on TM use before submitting to vendors

VENDOR-NEUTRAL
Maximize process flexibility and work with any internal or external translation resource

BUILT FOR THE ENTERPRISE
Accommodate hundreds of users and millions of TM assets simultaneously

BE EVERYWHERE™

GLOBAL COLLABORATIVE TRANSLATION MEMORY

IMPROVE LANGUAGE QUALITY
MAINTAIN BRAND CONSISTENCY
OWN YOUR GLOBAL CONTENT ASSETS
SHARE CONTENT IN REAL TIME
REDUCE COSTS BY UP TO 80%
GET TO MARKET FASTER

globallink@transperfect.com | transperfect.com/globallink